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ABSTRACT/ABSTRAKT:

Museums are community hubs and offer unique opportunities to engage with artifacts on many levels and when museums collaborate with healthcare professionals to create communities of healing and wellness amazing things happen. Through dedicated programs and spaces, museums can foster emotional and physical well-being with the guidance of healthcare professionals. Alternatively, hospitals and care facilities can create unique opportunities for their patients to engage with museum collections to promote healing. It is through these collaborations that patients, caregivers and professionals come together to engage in wellness activities which result in stronger individuals, communities and societies.

STUDIE/ARTICLES

Wellness is usually defined as a state of wellbeing either individually or communally which is self-identified and is associated with varying states of positive physical and mental health. Individuals go through stages of wellness and illness, while communities experiences degrees of growth and regression which lead to a public reflection of a community’s well-being in general. Just as doctors work with individuals to create stages of health and wellness, community centers provide spaces and activities that foster community health and wellness through their programs for individuals, families and other community based groups.
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Clinic, was charged with the task of designing a clinic building that incorporated art and music to assist patients in their healing. By 1936, the Mayo Clinic also integrated a medical museum for the entertainment and education of patients and staff. In the 21st century, art and music programs are commonplace in clinics and hospitals throughout the world. Doctors and nurses understand that a patient’s emotional state will contribute to their recovery in the hospital, but what of the patient’s well-being beyond the clinical setting? Preliminary observations and studies suggest that museums can, and do, provide the next steps to healing for patients and their caregivers and help maintain overall wellness within their communities.

In the past fifty years museums have evolved from pillars of education to community hubs and cultural centers that create dynamic programs to engage visitors in activities related to the museum’s collection and mission. Museums are the heart of communities around the world. Museums foster memories and emotions for every visitor and provide visitors with experiences they can share with others around them. Museums are unique in that they allow each of their visitors to connect with other times and cultures through objects. These objects help visitors learn about others and allow them to connect with their own past. In care facilities, such as hospitals and clinics, these objects can help
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bring strangers together to create a community of healing.

To meet the growing demands, these communities of healing and the patients that participate in them; museums, clinics, and hospitals, constantly look for ways to connect their patients and visitors with artifacts, nature and art. While health care facilities strive to eliminate disease and fix broken bodies, many facilities lack a space for patients to heal beyond their physical treatments. In many cases, patients receive treatment and heal wounds in a hospital ward and then return home to be nursed by family and friends. These patients (and those who care for them) often seek an ideal place to process emotions that are evoked during medical treatment and times of grief. They often turn to museums, art galleries and cultural institutions to satisfy their needs as well as a trusted place to continue their physical healing. According to Lois Silverman, in her book The Social Work of Museums, museums can contribute to health in five major ways; 1) promote relaxation, 2) serve as immediate intervention of change in physiology and/or emotions, 3) encourage introspection, 4) foster health education, 5) promote public health and enhance health care environments.

These five roles for museums in healing have sparked an interest in examining how museums can help patients recover through creative programming and experiential museum visits. As museums and galleries start to partner with health care professionals, more scientific information will come to light about the health benefits of museum visits and cultural participation. Research in the United Kingdom, Canada and the United States are independently examining the museum-medical partnerships and their benefits to patient and community healing and wellness.

**Example 1: Organized Tours and Experiences in Healthcare Facilities**

The author has worked and volunteered with a number of healthcare facilities in North America to create and present collection based programs to patients at the facilities. In one facility, as curator of the historic museum collection, the author created tour based programs for visitors to the museum. Tours of various topics were created to suit the specific needs of the patient-visitor group.

In one case, a hands-on tour through the museum was developed for visually impaired visitors. Most of these visitors had recently had ophthalmologic procedures or were suffering from a side-effect of another procedure which resulted in the temporary or permanent loss of varying degrees of vision. While on tour, the guide would explain objects within the museum collection, explain the historical significance of the object and then pass the object (or an object facsimile) around the group so that visitors could touch the object in an attempt to visualize the story being presented to them. The tour consisted of up to 10 objects relating to the history of the hospital and medicine in general. The goals of this program included allowing the visitors to connect individually with the objects that exemplified the hospital’s commitment to health and healing, allowing visitors the opportunity to connect with the tour guide and fellow visitors through discussions about the object, and learn about the hospital’s traditions and contributions to health care. A surprising outcome of these tours were the emotional responses to the space and objects. A subsequent goal of the program was to allow time and space for the visitors to process emotional responses to their visits to the museum and their recent medical procedures. Many times patients would comment that they were familiar with historic staff and were excited to hold and touch an object used by the person. Patients would emerge from the tour not only understanding the history of the hospital but also feeling a sense of relief that they were part of an established community of patients who passed through the hospital and were receiving world recognized care by leaders in the field. It was through the engagement with the objects that patient-visitors were able to process their recent medical experiences and in many cases come to a state of mind where they felt they were able to continue with treatments.

Another tour at the same facility focused on the art around the hospital. The hospital complex consisted of multiple buildings used for patient care, education and research. Each building had public corridors that were decorated with the pieces from the hospital’s extensive world renowned collection. There were both daily tours conducted by a volunteer tour guide as well as audio guides and booklets that could be used for self-guided tours. These tours were designed to be a cultural experience that primarily served as a way to pass time for patients between their appointments. Despite the very basic goal of the program, patient-visitors found the tour served many other purposes. The tour, inadvertently, served
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as a very quick orientation to the complex. Because multiple buildings were on the tour and guides would stop at landmark pieces or art to discuss the pieces, patients found that they could more easily navigate the hospital complex when moving from appointment to appointment. While this alone is an important function, the ability to remove a stressor (such as way-finding during limited time intervals) helped patients be more relaxed during the medical time intervals) helped patients be more easily navigate the hospital facilities.8

The other type of program that is easily created and presented in health care settings are traveling programs, also known as “Museum on Wheels” programs. These programs generally involve a collection of objects that focus on a central topic or theme and are brought to patients’, as opposed to patients traveling to the museum or participating in a tour. Once a presenter, or curator, has identified a topic, they gather objects that help illustrate the theme identified or facilitate the telling of the story the curator wishes to share. These objects are generally stable objects that can easily travel between buildings, rooms or facilities; similar in concept to educational trucks popular in local museums throughout the world.

By making the program portable, the curator and/or volunteer presenters can bring the objects to a patient’s hospital room or recreation area where a group of patients can participate in a program. Presenters then facilitate discussions about objects, narrate stories using objects to illustrate the main themes, and present historical, scientific and cultural facts relating to the objects. The patient-participants can then interact with the objects and the presenters throughout the program. In some cases programs also involve other hands-on activities like creating pieces of artwork or writing stories that reflect the patient’s experience during the program. These programs are ideal for patient-participants that are mobility challenged; those who are in facilities due to mental decay, or are in a rehabilitation program after traumatic injury.

The Museum on Wheels programs can also serve as alternative education for children who live or spend a significant amount of time in a healthcare facility. Many children who are long term patients are unable to attend regular school activities and these programs can supplement private tutoring or paper-based learning activities. By participating in Museum on Wheels programs, student-patients are able to maintain their educational schedules while participating in enrichment activities with their fellow students which fosters a sense of community. Preliminary studies have shown that students who participate in museum based programs during their hospital stay feel less disconnected from their classmates and can more easily integrate back into the classroom, therefore eliminating the feelings of isolation and being left behind that can easily materialize during a long term hospital stay.8

From guided tours of museum exhibitions and artwork displayed throughout the hospital to presenting Museum on Wheels programs to specific patient demographics, health care facilities are starting to utilize their historic, scientific, and art collections to provide experiences for their patients that help them stay integrated and active in their communities.

Example 2: Creating Healing Programs in Galleries and Museum Spaces

Hospitals are not the only institutions that can create patient based programs and support healthcare initiatives. After patients have reached their healing milestones within the care facility they are usually discharged and expected to maintain their health goals at home without the guidance of a physician. The reestablishment of a normal life outside of a care facility can be daunting for any patient, especially those who have faced life altering procedures and diagnoses. Many patients feel a certain apprehension about returning home after a major health event and rely on family and friends to provide additional support during the next phase of their wellness journey. Just as in the care facility, once milestones are reached, family and friends start to return to their normal lives leaving the patient to take on more self-care responsibilities. This is where cultural centers, like
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museums and galleries, can provide a real service to their community. By welcoming patients into their spaces, museums and galleries can help create a healing community center that can foster continued growth and wellness.

A popular patient group for which museums provide programs are brain health patients. These patients can range from brain trauma and recovery to long-term mental healthcare for diseases such as dementia, Alzheimer’s, and post-traumatic stress. These conditions require long term management and can easily lead those living with the conditions to feel isolated from the rest of their community, which is where a museum based program becomes a lifeline to the patient.

Programs such as Meet Me at the Museum of Modern Art (MoMA), dementia tours, and military reintegration programs help patients suffering from mental health conditions safely interact with their communities, process emotions associated with their diagnoses, and trigger memories that may foster healing and recovery. By stimulating senses and traveling to museums and galleries, these patients are able to reintegrate into normal life activities, if only temporarily.

Meet Me at MoMA is an initiative of the museum’s education department from 2007 to 2014. Over the course of seven years dementia and Alzheimer patients attended programs at the museum that were designed to make the collections and exhibitions accessible to those with memory loss. Through the program visitors would take tours throughout the galleries and facilitators would encourage discussion about selected objects on tour. Visitor-participants were encouraged to make observations about the art; colors, styles, objects within a painting or describe the scenes before them. As visitors became more comfortable with expressing themselves, guides would facilitate conversations about interpreting a piece of art. Questions could facilitate exploration of the historical context of the work or ask participants to imagine they were the artist and describe what choices they might make to create the piece of art on the wall. Like other groups of visitors, these types of questions may lead visitors to share personal experiences about their lives. Once a memory is recovered in a brain health patient, facilitators continued engaging the patient in an effort to encourage more memory recovery during the program.

Meet Me at MoMA was a pilot project that has led to other successful programs based in a similar philosophy of encouraging participation and memory stimulation and recovery. Cultural institutions have started to venture into other areas of therapy as well, including physical rehabilitation through tours developed to encourage various types of movement throughout their space and hosting various types of movement classes within their open spaces.

Children’s museums are in the best position for these types of programs as their exhibits are designed to be used, touched and explored in many ways. Allowing visitors to move and interact with objects in a variety of ways meets the goals of many physical rehabilitation programs such as identifying objects and their use, picking up and manipulating an object during use and moving an object through space to another location.

Physical rehabilitation poses a unique challenge for museums and galleries with permanent collections that may be behind glass or stations. These institutions can still provide programs but may choose to do so via a special program based in the institution’s educational collection verses their permanent collection or through festival partnerships with other community organizations with wellness initiatives.

**Conclusion**

In addition to providing a building, gardens, and physical exhibit space for visitors and patients to gather, cultural institutions provide outlets and social activities for their communities. For patients, these activities can be a physical healing experience (i.e. viewing, speaking, listening, and moving about the space) or it could be emotional, psychological and/or spiritual (i.e. reflection, observation, and meditation).

Many museums around the world currently provide these healing opportunities unintentionally through their tours and public programs with great success. More recently, museums, art galleries, nature centers and gardens have made a deliberate effort to address the needs of visitor-patients within their communities by creating specific programs focused on
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health and wellbeing. At the same time, hospitals and care facilities are starting to recognize the importance of adding more art and culture programs to their care offerings. By creating these wellness programs for patients to use from the start to the end of their medical journeys, museums and cultural centers can be an integral part of the medical care team.

Although these programs are not without physical challenges, like patient-participant accessibility of galleries and artifacts or the ability to stand, sit or actively participate in programs; and emotional- psychological challenges, especially when program participants are experiencing negative or traumatic health episodes during the course of their museum visit; it is through dedicated wellness programs that museums are primed to become a partner in health and wellness which can empower patients to take control of their medical needs and create a sense of belonging within their community. Ultimately, museums and other cultural organizations can create a network of wellbeing to support the needs of their visitors and the communities in which they belong.
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